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ABSTRACT 

MOHAMMED, HANADI., Doctorate : June : 2022, 

Doctorate of Philosophy in Computer Science  

Title: Handwriting Recognition in Arabic Historical Manuscripts 

Supervisor of Dissertation: Prof. Somaya Al-Madeed. 

Document Analysis and Recognition significantly impact humanitarian studies by 

revealing information hidden in historical document collections worldwide. This 

research area merges the sciences of computer vision and machine learning. This PhD 

dissertation aims at recognizing text in Arabic historical handwritten documents by 

learning and extracting visual representations inside these manuscripts. The proposed 

approaches presented in this dissertation have the primary purpose of creating effective 

systems to deal with challenges linked to Arabic handwriting recognition, particularly 

in ancient manuscripts with old handwriting. The use of Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNNs) to tackle the Arabic handwriting recognition challenges is an integral 

part of this dissertation. Several architectures for developing high-performing features 

are suggested. A model based on CNN and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs)  is used to 

recognize a wide range of handwritten Arabic subwords extracted from historical 

documents. Because recent research has shown that typical CNNs' learning 

performance is limited as they are homogeneous networks with a simple (linear) neuron 

model, a further improvement in the handwriting recognition models using non-linear 

neuron models is implemented. Operational Neural Networks (ONNs) are recently 

proposed as heterogeneous networks with a non-linear neuron model. Even with 

compact architectures, they can learn highly complex and multi-modal functions. This 

PhD dissertation investigates the use of Self-Organized Operational Neural Networks 

(SelfONNs) for handwriting recognition and the generalization capabilities of non-
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linear neuron models, i.e., if deep discriminative features can be created. An 

investigation of an adequate level of non-linearity of the Self-ONN layers to provide 

extensive information on the Self-ONN performance under various topologies is 

presented. With such a novel approach, superior performance is achieved on a historical 

Arabic dataset and state-of-the-art performance is gained with a significant 

performance gap overall recent methods on an English dataset. 

Furthermore, a novel method for disambiguating undotted Arabic characters is 

presented. While the method is useful for handwriting recognition systems dealing with 

Arabic manuscripts with ancient undotted letters, it also improved the visual 

recognition performance on current Arabic handwritten documents with dotted and 

diacritized characters.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1 Motivation 

Libraries around the world are digitizing huge volumes of handwritten historical 

manuscripts in order to preserve cultural heritage. However, after digitization, libraries 

are faced with a difficult and apparently unsolvable problem: converting document 

images into textual content so that they can be indexed by the search engines and 

eventually accessible to researchers and interested readers. This type of access might 

be achieved in digital libraries using search engines similar to those found on the 

Internet. To accomplish this, the historical scripts must be transcribed first into a text 

format that computers understand. Given the huge collection of document images, the 

process of manual transcribing is tedious and impractical. Instead, the process could be 

automated using computational tools.  

This dissertation aims to investigate how existing handwriting recognition 

algorithms perform when dealing with historical documents, more specifically, 

historical Arabic documents. According to statistics in [1], between the 7th and 14th 

centuries, over 90 million manuscripts were written in Arabic. Unfortunately, historical 

Arabic document processing has received little attention in the literature [2].  

Due to its degradation over time, analyzing a historical document is a difficult 

task. An ancient document could have reached a degraded state in a variety of possible 

ways: 

 • Changes in temperature, humidity, light, and air pollution cause chemical 

deterioration. These chemical reactions might cause the occurrence of  yellowish color 

in the paper or ink and pigment discoloration. 

• Degradation of biological systems induced by animals such as rats. 
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• Human-caused degradations, such as annotations, scratches, etc. 

• Degradation as a result of the digitizing process such as poor digitization 

resolution, compression standard, etc. 

In addition to this, some manuscripts were written before introducing dots to 

the Arabic letters. The early Arabic writing had no dots and no diacritics. Arabic letters 

were developed by adding dots first to existing letters. As a result, some letters have 

the same base form and are only distinguished by single, double, or triple dots above or 

below a letter e.g. letters ‘ب’,’ت’,’ث’,’ن’,’يـ’. Table 1 shows samples of words without 

dotting and some corresponding dotted words. Each un-dotted word may accept 

multiple meanings. To figure out the correct meaning, Arabs used their intuition, 

context, or memory. Later, other minor signs (diacritics) are added to the Arabic writing 

to denote short vowels. If they are omitted from a text, the consequence is a large 

number of homographs.  

 

 

Table 1. Arabic Words Before and After Dotting. 

Before Dotting After Dotting 

 نبت بيت    بنت     ٮٮٮ 

 ثبت  يبث   يثب 

 ثاب  تاب  بات    ٮاٮ 

 باب   ناب  ناب 

 يجر      يحر  بحر  ٮحر

 يخر  نحر   نخز 
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Table 2 shows an example of one word without diacritics and some possible 

variations of the words after adding diacritics. A word without diacritics may also 

accept multiple meanings. Even though diacritics are critical for understanding, up to 

95% of Arabic digital texts do not include them [3]. Young Arabic learners, non-native 

speakers, and computerized programs find it challenging to determine the meaning of 

Arabic words without diacritics. Diacritics are essential in applications such as text-to-

speech synthesis, machine translation, sentiment analysis, and part-of-speech tagging. 

As a result, several of automatic approaches for restoring diacritics on Arabic electronic 

texts have been developed, each with differing degrees of accuracy. 

 

 

Table 2. A single Arabic word with and without diacritics. 

Without Diacritics With Diacritics 

 سَمَر سمر

 سَمْر سمر

 سَمَّر سمر

 سَمُر سمر

 

On the other side, although the textual content of the Arabic language that exists 

today contains dotted words, the existing digitized Arabic manuscripts contain scripts 

that have lost dots due to physical degradation or because the manuscripts themselves 

were written before adding dots to the Arabic script. A manuscript like the one in 

Figure 1 is difficult to read, even for native speakers. The available historical 

benchmarks prepared for OCR tasks either assigned the undotted image to some dotted 

ground truth like the IBN SINA [4] dataset or provide undotted ground truth for them 
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like the HADARA80P [5] dataset. Thus, we propose deep learning models that tackle 

challenging datasets to address the document image-to-text conversion problem. The 

first model is a CNN-GRU-based model that successfully transcribes a wide range of 

Arabic subwords. The second model improved a recent CNN-only model by using Self-

organized ONNs to transcribe full line images taken from Arabic and English datasets. 

The last model is the first to provide a solution for disambiguating un-dotted Arabic 

script with the help of Self-ONNs. 

 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

This dissertation studies pattern recognition approaches for handwriting 

recognition in historical Arabic documents. Three subproblems are addressed, namely 

subword recognition, line recognition, and undotted text disambiguation. 

 

Figure 1. An early Arabic manuscript from the University of Birmingham Library. 
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In the following, Section 1.2.1 discusses the scope of this dissertation, Section 

1.2.2 summarizes the methods used for handwriting recognition, and Section 1.2.3 

addresses the contributions of the dissertation. 

 

1.2.1 Scope 

Although there exists a lot of digitized historical Arabic documents, very few 

benchmarks intended for computer vision evaluation are available. Three fully 

annotated historical Arabic datasets are found: IBN SINA[4], HADARA80P [5], and 

VML-HD [6]. Experiments in this dissertation are evaluated with respect to these 

historical datasets. In addition to Arabic datasets, we evaluated our models using IAM 

[7] English dataset. Text extraction is not addressed in this dissertation in order to focus 

on handwriting recognition. Experimental assessments are carried out on a segmented 

and manually annotated handwritten text. Errors in text extraction can lead to inaccurate 

results in real-world handwriting recognition applications, thus our reported results 

should be viewed as upper boundaries. 

 

1.2.2 Methods 

To model and recognize handwritten text, we use state-of-the-art strategies. 

Convolutional Neural Networks and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) are used for subword 

recognition[8]. Based on a Self-ONNs with generative neurons [9], an improved CNN-

only model is used in handwritten line recognition and dots restoration. 

 

1.2.3 Contributions 

This dissertation addresses an incrementally challenging problem ranging from 

subword recognition to line recognition in handwritten Arabic scripts in which letter 
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dotting has been entirely or partially lost. The contributions of this dissertation are as 

follows: 

1. An accurate and efficient method using CNN and GRU for handwriting 

recognition on a wide range of subwords extracted from Arabic historical documents. 

Results over IBN SINA and VML-HD datasets showed high accuracy. The model is 

generalized for recognizing historical handwritten text in multiple writing styles.  

2. A line-level HTR model that improves on a state-of-the-art CNN-only approach 

using  Self-ONNs is presented. State-of-the-art results are achieved using the proposed 

model on the IAM English dataset and exceptional results are also gained on the 

HADARA80P Arabic dataset. 

3. A novel method within our knowledge to restore dots from undotted Arabic 

script is implemented. While the method provides a solution for handwriting 

recognition systems that deal with Arabic manuscripts with old undotted scripts, it 

shows its success in recent Arabic handwritten documents with dotted and diacritized 

scripts. 

4. Analysis of the effects of dots and diacritical marks on the performance of the 

OCR model is presented.  

5. In addition to dots restoration, we improve on a recent diacritics restoration 

model by introducing Self-ONNs with generative neurons to overcome the limitations 

of CNNs.  

 

1.3 Outline 

In the following, a brief description of the succeeding chapters, as well as the 

corresponding contributions is presented: 
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• CHAPTER 2: Literature review: highlights current state-of-the-art 

approaches in document analysis and handwriting recognition. 

• CHAPTER 3: Neural Networks background: presents the theoretical 

foundations of neural networks, their recent advances, and methods used 

in our experiments. 

• CHAPTER 4: Subword Recognition using CNN-GRU: describes the 

subwords which are disconnected parts of a word, it is easier to extract 

them as compared to complete words, especially in the case of cursive 

scripts like Arabic. A hybrid CNN-GRU architecture is described in this 

chapter. The proposed model with shallow convolutional layers is 

extracting robust features from subwords while the GRU layers are used 

to map the feature sequences to subword class labels. 

• CHAPTER 5: Handwriting recognition using Self-ONNs with 

generative neurons: In order to improve the state-of-the-art performance 

level in HTR, we propose 2D Self-ONNs  in the core of a novel network 

model. Self-ONNs are self-organized variations of ONNs with the 

generative neuron model that can generate any non-linear function using 

the Taylor approximation. Moreover, we utilize deformable 

convolutions which have recently been demonstrated to tackle the 

variations in the writing styles for HTR in a better way. 

• CHAPTER 6: Undotted text disambiguation using Self-ONNs : Old 

Arabic writing without dots can be found in ancient documents while in 

modern Arabic writing, short vowels are usually omitted. Applications 

to restore the dots are absent in the literature despite their need in 

Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) systems. We propose to use Self-
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ONNs for the problems of diacritics restoration and dots restoration in 

Arabic handwritten texts. 

• CHAPTER 7, Conclusion and future work: This chapter concludes the 

outcome of the described research in this dissertation. In addition, we 

emphasize the most essential research directions that have yet to be 

thoroughly investigated and can support or complement existing work, 

based on our understanding of the existing literature. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

For more than four decades, document analysis and recognition have been a hot 

area of research. Digitizing and understanding documents are of great interest to the 

humanities and computer vision communities. Several approaches for analyzing 

document images with the objective of obtaining the underlying text have been 

developed. The aim is to automatically transcribe the text inside document images into 

an electronic format. Because of the vast amount of untranscribed manuscripts, the 

output of such a task would make it easier to access information recorded on document 

images, particularly historical documents. By systematically mining information from 

various sources and analyzing and recognizing numerous historical texts on a broad 

scale, substantial insight into historical events could be gained, a goal of significant 

value to cultural heritage.   

In order to construct a successful text recognition system, many additional 

subtasks (e.g., noise removal, document segmentation into lines, words, or characters) 

might be established. Document processing uses both computer vision and machine 

learning algorithms. In the following sections, we summarize essential tasks in the field 

of document analysis and recognition. Following that, we go over several significant 

research in handwritten text recognition in both Arabic and other languages. 

 

2.1 Layout Analysis 

Paragraphs, lines, words, and other structural elements make up the majority of 

documents. Correctly extracting these pieces will significantly help the text recognition 

stage, as the problem complexity will decrease considerably.  
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Binarizing images of documents before processing them further was a typical  

pre-processing step in the preceding decade of a document analysis pipeline. The 

purpose of document binarization is to make a binary image by assigning pixels 

corresponding to characters as foreground (1) and non-text pixels as background (0). 

This stage could result in significant information loss; thus, it has been removed in 

recent approaches. 

Document segmentation has been shown to be a crucial step in achieving high-

quality recognition results. Character segmentation is practically impossible in 

handwritten manuscripts because successive characters are commonly merged into 

bigrams, trigrams, and so on, while word segmentation is still prone to errors. The 

easiest entities to segment effectively were lines, and many ways for accurately 

segmenting lines evolved over time (e.g., Hough transform [10]). The segmentation 

process should generate reliable results to avoid error propagation to the text 

recognition stage. 

 

2.2 Keyword Spotting (KWS) 

Keyword spotting (KWS) is an alternative to HTR. It is defined as the task of 

retrieving specific words of interest in a document collection without having to 

transcribe every single word in the collection using a specific keyword as a query. A 

keyword spotting algorithm generates a prioritized list of word pictures based on their 

similarity to the query. The keyword word that needs to be detected can be a text string 

(query by string (QbS)) or an example image (query by example (QbE)). Based on the 

search space, keyword spotting methods are divided into Segmentation-Free and 

Segmentation-Based. Segmentation-free approaches try to find query instances over the 

entire document without involving a segmentation step. Segmentation-based 
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approaches rely on a preceding segmentation step. Techniques based on segmentation 

can be further classified based on the level of segmentation. Word-based methods 

compare word images and assume that words have already been segmented [11]–[13]. 

Line-based methods, on the other hand, assume that a line segmentation has already 

been applied and the word spotting will be executed at the line level [14], [15]. 

 

2.3 Text Recognition 

Text recognition is considered the most important task in the document 

processing domain. A text recognition step is included in the majority of document-

related systems. The entire transcription of a document image is the ultimate goal of 

document analysis. The fact that there are so many distinct writing styles across people 

or even between eras and languages adds to the problem's complexity. 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR), which was a hot topic of research in the 

1990s, was the forerunner of modern text recognition (Character classification was the 

first task for which neural networks were evaluated for computer vision tasks). 

Character segmentation is often assumed in OCR, which is only possible for typewritten 

text. Although OCR and typewritten text are of little practical or scientific importance 

in today's world, they depict the growth of machine learning and computer vision 

through time.  

Handwriting recognition can be done at the character level [16], which means 

that the text is identified one at a time as a single isolated character. This was the initial 

issue tackled with LeNet [17], and it is still being done for languages like Japanese [18] 

and Chinese [19]. For alphabetic languages, handwriting recognition can be also 

performed at the word level [20], [21]. The aim, in this case, is to decode single words 

that are recognized in the image. This task is performed both on digitalized documents 
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and in scene images[22]. Furthermore, several works concentrate on line-level HTR, in 

which the entire text of a line is transcribed, including spaces that are ignored in the 

word level handwriting recognition. Line-level handwriting recognition can be done on 

a pre-segmented text [23]–[27] or as part of a joint detection and recognition system in 

which both line segmentation and detection are performed [29]. Finally, recent work 

directly addresses handwriting recognition at the paragraph [30] or page level [28]. 

Layout analysis approaches such as paragraph or line segmentation   are usually 

combined in such works [31]–[33]. 

Text recognition from a sequential perspective has a lot in common with speech 

recognition, which is a classic signal processing and machine learning problem. Many 

text recognition systems were affected by their speech recognition counterparts, and 

vice versa. The use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) guided the initial attempts at 

line-level text recognition [32]–[35]. A robust feature extraction method was usually 

required prior to the use of HMMs such as edge detectors [36]. Simple statistical 

features were often retrieved column-by-column from the initial handwritten line 

image, resulting in a sequence of features that were then used as input to an HMM.  

The foundation of cutting-edge recognition algorithms is a recurrent module 

that captures the sequential nature of the text. In the last decade, Recurrent Neural 

Networks (RNNs), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and more recently, CNNs have 

gained popularity due to their superior performance. 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), and Multidimensional Long Short-Term 

Memory (MDLSTM) networks, have been extensively used in HTR. MDLSTM 

networks show state-of-the-art performance on most of the HTR benchmarks. Regular 

LSTM networks differ from MDLSTM in that the former introduces recurrence along 

the axis of one-dimensional sequences, whereas the latter introduces recurrence along 
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two axes which makes it ideal for handling unrestricted two-dimensional input. In line-

level HTR, it is common to use the MDLSTM to extract features. The character-level 

transcription of the input line image is then obtained by converting the 2D data into a 

1D sequence. This design is fundamentally at the heart of most of the successful line-

level HTR techniques; however, compared to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), 

MDLSTMs are computationally expensive. Furthermore, a visual comparison of the 

2D-LSTM features retrieved in the bottom layers reveals that they are visually similar 

to the 2D CNN outputs [27]. 

CNNs are well known for feature representation of input images. Recently, they 

have been adopted in handwriting recognition models in combination with Recurrent 

Neural Networks (RNNs), which are responsible for generating output sequence and 

decoding the underlying text [37]. In [38], three CNN layers are used to extract features 

from input images which are then fed into two CNN-MDLSTMs for extracting context 

information. The proposed model in [39] incorporates CNNs with MDLSTMs, but 

instead of setting CNNs as feature extractors for the input images, layers of LSTMs 

scan the blocks of input images in different directions; then, CNN layers receive the 

output of each LSTM layer and again forward to LSTMs. The top-most layer is fully 

connected rather than convolutional. The softmax layer receives the last activations, 

which are summed vertically. Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) is used to 

process the output of the softmax layer. A similar idea is proposed in [40], but they 

work with an optimized version of MDLSTM where the convolutional and recurrent 

layers have been relocated, and the subsampling processes have been tweaked to 

improve feature extraction at the bottom levels while lowering the activation volume 

before reaching the upper layers.  An HMM is used in the decoding step to reduce errors 

generated by the CNN- MDLSTM optical model. 
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A recent study [41] introduced a convolutional-only architecture for HTR. They 

use deformable convolutions [42] to tackle the problem of diversity in writing styles, 

as the deformation of the kernel can be interpreted as geometrical deformations of the 

same textual elements. Deformable convolutions broaden the definition of convolution 

by redefining the shape of the convolution as adaptable. Convolution weights are 

supposed to multiply inputs not on the conventional orthogonal, canonical k × k grid 

but rather on a learning-based weight-input coordinate correspondence. The state-of-

the-art performance level was achieved in [41] by reducing character uncertainty at the 

network’s softmax output. 

 

2.3.1 Handwritten Text Recognition in Historical Arabic Documents 

Compared to HTR  in other scripts such as Chinese and Latin, little work was put into 

Arabic text recognition. This is due to some characteristics of the Arabic writing system 

summarized below: 

• The cursive form of Arabic writing and the similarities between distinct letter 

shapes. 

• The Arabic is written from right to left. 

• The shape of the character changes depending on where it appears in the word. 

Each character has two to four different variations. 

• Dots appear in fifteen of the letters. They might be on top of or underneath the 

letter. 

• Some of the letters have the same basic shape. The only thing that distinguishes 

them is the dots. 

• If these letters ( ,ذ ,ر ,ز ,و  ا ,د )  exist in the word, the word will be broken into two 

or more sub-words separated by spaces, which are usually shorter than the space 
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between words. To avoid segmentation of a word into two words, this must be 

considered.  

A number of benchmark datasets have been made available to evaluate handwriting 

recognition (and other related tasks) on historical Arabic documents. Among these, 

HADARA [5], IBN SINA [4], and VML-HD [6] have been commonly employed in a 

number of studies. Most of the work on HADARA dataset is on keyword spotting where 

the objective is to match a query word image in the collection of documents and retrieve 

all instances of the queried keyword. The IBN SINA dataset is one of the most widely 

employed Arabic datasets and has been used for evaluation of word spotting as well as 

word recognition systems. VML-HD is a relatively recent dataset that contains a large 

vocabulary of subwords written in different writing styles. 

Among notable studies on the analysis of Arabic manuscripts, [43] propose a 5-

layered convolutional neural network to recognize 68 classes of Arabic subwords 

extracted from historical collections. The network comprises 2 convolutional and 3 

fully connected layers and reports a recognition rate of 81%. The work was later 

extended in [44] to study the impact of synthesizing and augmenting data to recognize 

39 subword classes from 10 pages of the VML-HD dataset. Through a comprehensive 

series of experiments, the authors concluded that data augmentation results in relatively 

better performance as compared to synthesizing data. The authors also concluded that 

10 handwritten pages proved to be sufficient for training the model and recognizing the 

subwords. 

The authors in [45] proposed an efficient method to reduce the Arabic subword 

lexicon by exploiting the topology and geometry of subwords. The skeleton of a 

subword image is extracted and is represented by a directed a-cyclic graph (DAG). The 

subword DAG is then encoded into a topological signature vector (TSV), which is a 
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low dimensional feature vector. Given a query subword, the lexicon is reduced by 

computing the TSV distance between the query and the lexicon subwords and keeping 

a set of nearest subwords only. Subsequently, the reduced lexicon is fed to another 

nearest neighbor classifier. An experimental study of the system is carried out on the 

IBN SINA database and recognition rates of 82.20% and 86.16% are reported with and 

without lexicon reduction respectively. Authors attributed the errors in the case of 

lexicon reduction to the differences in the writing styles of different writers. 

In another study, the concept of topological signature vector (TSV) introduced 

in [46]  was extended and improved to a weighted TSV (W-TSV) [47]. The introduction 

of weights proved effective as noise corresponds to smaller weights and thus it can be 

filtered out easily. The representation was also enriched by introducing three different 

DAG representations. These included the topological DAG (T-DAG) which preserves 

the information of the subword shape topology, the length DAG (L-DAG) which adds 

information about skeletal curve lengths by applying weights to the T-DAG, and 

finally, the curvature DAG (C-DAG) which carries information about the curved 

structure of the subword. In a further extension of this work, the authors introduced the 

concept of Arabic word descriptors (AWD) [47] to create an index for a reference 

database of the subwords' shapes. The AWD is created from sorted and normalized 

structural descriptors (SD) of all the subwords using the bag-of-words (BOW) model, 

hence allowing an efficient shape matching. When a subword is provided as a query, 

its reduced lexicon is acquired from the labels of the top-ranked entries in the indexed 

database. The proposed technique improved the lexicon reduction accuracy on IBN 

SINA and IFN/ENIT[48]. 

Among other studies, skeleton-based features are employed for Arabic subword 

recognition with the SVM classifier in [49], and an accuracy of 89.66% is reported in 
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this study. Fouladi et al. [50]  employ localized orientation histograms together with a 

contour alignment method to recognize subwords in a writer-dependent framework. 

Experiments on Arabic subwords in the IBN SINA dataset as well as on a collection of 

Farsi words reported  accuracy of around 91%. 

A number of studies targeting the IBN SINA dataset are primarily concerned with 

dictionary reduction. The key idea is to address the problem of high computational 

complexity due to a large lexicon. The results suggest that when performing lexicon 

reduction, a reduction of the dictionary would result in reduced recognition accuracy. 

Hence, the trade-off between high accuracy and reducing the lexicon size needs to be 

managed [47]. The performance charts for the IBN SINA dataset are mostly dominated 

by conventional methods that employ handcrafted features with traditional classifiers 

such as the Nearest Neighbor. Feature learning and end-to-end deep learning-based 

solutions have not been extensively used for the recognition of Arabic historical 

documents. 

 

2.3.2 Post Processing  

Text recognition requires more than just taking visual cues into account. Even 

humans, for example, require some language background to resolve potential 

ambiguities between similar characters, such as "ب" and "ت". To this goal, after visual 

recognition, a post-processing phase is used to try and combine existing language 

models, which are calculated using the occurrence frequency of characters' n-grams, 

given a specified corpus. This can be expanded to include n-grams of whole words. In 

other words, language models penalize rarely occurring sub-sequences of characters 

that may correspond to visual recognition artifacts. Language models are used to 

enhance optical model results.  
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Even though trainable models, such as RNNs, implicitly learn the language 

model present in the training corpus, external language models can be actively imposed 

on the decoding process to aid final decoding. External language models can be 

generated from an existing corpus of the desired language in the form of n-grams or 

word-grams. As a result of the additional information derived from language modeling, 

there is a noticeable improvement since it can remedy probable inaccuracies in visual 

feature decoding. As old Arabic manuscripts include letters without doting, extracting 

statistics of language models from the modern Arabic writing corpora might not help 

in improving OCR in such kinds of documents. A new algorithm to tackle the problem 

of letter dotting is needed, which we propose in this dissertation in CHAPTER 6. 

 

2.4 Document Forensics 

The processing of documents is not limited to layout analysis and recognition 

or detection. Document forensics include writer identification, automatic signature 

identification and verification, detection of forged or fake documents, and document 

authentication. The significance of such tasks is obvious, and automatic forgery 

detection and authentication would substantially aid the automation of legal forms' 

processing and verification. In terms of implementation, forensics methods necessitate 

finding minor patterns that distinguish individual writers or an authentic document from 

possible forgeries using machine learning algorithms. 

 

2.5 Document Understanding and Document Classification 

Companies frequently have significant collections of various document types 

such as invoices, legal documents, etc. that are difficult to manage. Document 

understanding tries to digitize and extract knowledge from thousands of documents 
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such as tables,  graphs, form fields, and text passages. It makes it easier to search, query, 

and monitor knowledge graphs and other extracted data by allowing them to be 

organized and stored. 

 

2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the background of documents’ analysis and recognition 

and related handwriting recognition literature in Arabic and non-Arabic scripts. From 

the abovementioned literature, the handwriting recognition systems in Arabic script are 

gaining less attention due to the challenges related to the nature of Arabic ancient 

documents and related to Arabic script mentioned earlier. In addition to this, there is a 

gap in processing ancient documents having an undotted script. This dissertation aims 

to fill this gap and improve on the work done. 
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CHAPTER 3:  NEURAL NETWORKS BACKGROUND  

 

 In this chapter, we describe the theoretical background briefly with a focus on 

Neural Networks (NNs), which play a significant role in this dissertation. Until the 

current re-emergence of Neural Networks (NNs), computer vision tasks were guided 

by a specific methodological overview defined by the following steps: the first is feature 

extraction, and the second is machine learning. Most of the existing techniques for 

various of computer vision tasks mainly relied on the feature extraction step with the 

goal of extracting as much information from an image as possible into a concise 

descriptor. These handcrafted features were then fed into a machine-learning algorithm 

to achieve specific tasks such as image classification using Support Vector Machines 

[51]. In computer vision, statistical features (e.g., statistical distributions of pixels) and 

structural features (e.g., topological and geometric properties of a shape) have been 

successfully employed. Because data were usually few and resources were restricted, 

the features needed to be highly discriminative to improve the generalization. 

Unsupervised learning, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), was used to 

enhance discriminative representation.  

Machine learning techniques like SVMs, HMMs, and NNs were used only as a 

last step after precisely building the feature extraction process. However, the amount of 

labeled data combined with the computational capabilities of cutting-edge hardware 

(most notably GPUs) resulted in extensive neural network usage across all computer 

vision tasks over the previous decade. Existing resources, in particular, allow for the 

efficient training of end-to-end deep NNs with hundreds, if not millions, of layers. We 

examine some fundamental topics of building NNs since deep learning will be a major 

component of this dissertation. 
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3.1 Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

NNs are inspired by the brain, it was firstly introduced by McCulloch and Pitts. 

A linear transform is topped by a step activation function in the McCulloch-Pitts 

neuron, also known as a linear threshold gate. Rosenblatt presented the Perceptron in 

1958 as an improvement over the McCulloch-Pitts Neuron, introducing the idea of 

trainable weights as well as an adequate training procedure for binary classification. 

Multiple neurons are stacked to create a multi-layer feed-forward network to expand 

the neuron notion to classify non-linearly separable classes. Hidden layers are 

intermediate layers that exist between input and output. Figure 2 depicts the perceptron 

and Figure 3 depicts the multi-layer network. 
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Figure 2. A Perceptron Neuron with dot product and activation function (σ). 
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Figure 3. A multi-layer feed-forward neural network with three layers. 
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The MLP with the linear model in Equation 1  shows how the output from the 

previous layer  𝑥𝑖
𝑙+1 contributes to the following layer input (𝑙 + 1). Then the activation 

function which, represents the non-linearity, is applied to layer (𝑙 + 1) neurons. 

 𝑦𝑖
𝑙+1 = 𝑏𝑖

𝑙+1 + ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑙𝑁𝑙

𝑘=1 𝑤𝑖𝑘
𝑙+1,    ∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁𝑙+1], (1) 

A deep neural network (DNN) is formed when more hidden layers are used. 

Although the DNNs are more complex and require more computational power, they are 

still used in some problems such as acoustic scenes and events detection and 

classification [52].  

 

3.2 Back Propagation 

The fundamental issue with training neural networks is the complexity of their 

stacked-layer structure. The chain rule is used to calculate the gradient of each 

parameter with respect to the loss function. It is a basic yet powerful concept. The 

following two steps can be characterized as iterative gradient-based optimization 

schemes: computing the gradients and then updating the weights. These two processes 

are repeated in this order until convergence is achieved. The gradient would be close to 

zero at convergence.  

 

3.2.1 Computing Gradients 

Computing gradient in deep architectures is not straightforward. Computing 

gradient at layer-wise is the solution by moving backward from the loss function toward 

the input layer and thus named backpropagation.  

Consider the following example of a fully-connected intermediate layer: 𝑦 =

 𝜎(𝑤𝑇𝑥), where y is a single-dimensional output, 𝜎  is the activation function, w is the 

layer's weights, and x is the k-dimensional input. Considering the bias is excluded and 
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the output is one-dimensional for simplicity, we want to calculate the gradients 𝜗𝐽/𝜗𝑤 

and 𝜗𝐽/𝜗𝑥 given the gradient at the output 𝜗𝐽/𝜗𝑦. The weights are then updated, and 

the gradient error is propagated to previous layers. The chain rule for the first and 

second are expressed as follows: 

𝜗𝐽

𝜗𝑤
=  

𝜗𝐽

𝜗𝑦
 
𝜗𝜎(𝑤𝑇𝑥)

𝜗(𝑤𝑇𝑥)
 
𝜗(𝑤𝑇𝑥)

𝜗𝑤
=  

𝜗𝐽

𝜗𝑦
 𝜎′(𝑤𝑇𝑥)𝑥              (2) 

𝜗𝐽

𝜗𝑥
=  

𝜗𝐽

𝜗𝑦
 
𝜗𝜎(𝑤𝑇𝑥)

𝜗(𝑤𝑇𝑥)
 
𝜗(𝑤𝑇𝑥)

𝜗𝑥
=  

𝜗𝐽

𝜗𝑦
 𝜎′(𝑤𝑇𝑥)𝑤        (3)  

 The gradient chain rule can be employed consecutively from the network's 

output to its input to calculate every parameter gradient with respect to the objective 

loss function, as shown above. 

 

3.2.2 Updating Weights 

Vanilla Gradient Descent employs the following update rule to compute the 

gradient score of the objective function with regard to the parameters θ of the whole 

training set: 𝜃 ← 𝜃 −  η. ∇𝜃𝐽(𝜃). The convergence rate is controlled by the hyper-

parameter η. Large numbers can cause overshooting and divergence, while small values 

might cause slow convergence.  

Due to the fact that calculating the gradients over the whole dataset can impose 

significant computing overhead, the above formulation is impractical. The standard 

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimization is employed to solve this problem. 

For each training sample, SGD updates the parameter. Epoch refers to a whole iteration 

of each data sample. At each epoch, the pairs of inputs and targets are supplied to the 

SGD in a different sequence. In practice, the SGD mini-batch option is employed, in 

which the gradients are calculated across batches of samples. 
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3.3 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) 

Since the emergence of multi-layer feed-forward networks, advances in 

neuronal structure have been made, resulting in two types of neural networks that will 

be discussed in this dissertation: Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). 

Sequence modeling is a popular research area, with applications in Natural 

Language Processing (NLP), speech recognition, and stock prediction. Because 

standard neural network formulations cannot model sequences of data, an alternative is 

necessary. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) were developed to achieve this goal. 

RNNs are a type of neural network that uses previous outputs as inputs while 

maintaining hidden states.  

RNNs are distinguished by their memory, allowing them to influence current 

input and output using prior input information. RNNs' output is dependent on the 

sequence's prior parts, whereas traditional deep neural networks assume that inputs and 

outputs are independent of one another. Figure 4 shows the difference between RNNs 

and Feedforward Neural Networks. While future occurrences may be useful in deciding 

the output of a sequence, unidirectional recurrent neural networks are unable to account 

for them in their predictions. 

Figure 4. Comparison of RNNs (left) and Feedforward Neural Networks (right). 
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     Assuming that the 𝑥𝑖  segments represent an RNN's input sequence and the ℎ𝑖 

segments represent its hidden state, the following recurrent formulation emerges: 

ℎ𝑖 = 𝜎(𝑓ℎ(ℎ𝑖 − 1) + 𝑓𝑥(𝑥𝑖))           (4) 

where 𝜎()  is a non-linear activation function, 𝑓ℎ() is the hidden state transformation 

function and 𝑓𝑥() is the input transformation function. The linear transformation for 

𝑓ℎ() and 𝑓𝑥() is formulated by 𝑓ℎ(𝑥) =  𝑊ℎ𝑥 + 𝑏ℎ  , where 𝑊 is the weight matrix and 

b is the bias. The same weights, consisting of the functions 𝑓ℎ() and 𝑓𝑥(), are utilized 

at each step of the recurrent formulation of Equation 4  As a result, an unrolled RNN 

can be considered as a standard NN with shared weights. There are several variants of 

RNNs, we specifically differentiate the following cases: 

 

3.3.1 Bidirectional recurrent neural networks (BRNN) 

BRNNs are RNNs with different network architectures. Bidirectional RNNs 

pull in future data to increase accuracy (𝑙𝑖 = 𝑓𝑙(𝑙𝑖+1 + 𝑥𝑖)), whereas unidirectional 

RNNs can only draw on previous inputs to create predictions about the current state 

(𝑟𝑖 = 𝑓𝑟(𝑟𝑖−1 + 𝑥𝑖)). At each time step i, bi-directional RNNs incorporate both 

information flows, rightward ri and leftward li: ℎ𝑖 = 𝑓𝑐(𝑟𝑖, 𝑙𝑖). To better comprehend 

the context and minimize ambiguity, you may need to learn representations from future 

time steps. 

 

3.3.2 Long short-term memory (LSTM) 

LSTM is a popular RNN architecture introduced as a solution to the vanishing 

gradient problem. LSTMs use a concept of cell state that serves as a transportation 

highway for relative information as it travels down the sequence chain.  

In LSTM, the forget gate 𝑓
𝑡
 (Equation 5), input gate 𝑖𝑡 (Equation 6), output gate 
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𝑜𝑡 (Equation 7) are using sigmoid function (𝜎) to output values in range [0,1].  

𝑓
𝑡

= 𝜎(𝑊𝑖𝑓𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖𝑓 + 𝑊ℎ𝑓ℎ(𝑡−1) + 𝑏ℎ𝑓)    (5) 

𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖𝑖 + 𝑊ℎ𝑖ℎ(𝑡−1) + 𝑏ℎ𝑖)    (6) 

𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑖𝑜𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖𝑜 + 𝑊ℎ𝑜ℎ(𝑡−1) + 𝑏ℎ𝑜)    (7) 

The candidate memory cell �̃�𝑡 in Equation  8 is calculated using tanh, which 

outputs values in the range [-1,1]. The output cell 𝑐𝑡 in Equation 9 is calculated using 

input and forget gates with the Hadamard product (⨀). 

�̃�𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝑖𝑔𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖𝑔 + 𝑊ℎ𝑔ℎ(𝑡−1) + 𝑏ℎ𝑔)    (8) 

𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓
𝑡
 ⨀ 𝑐(𝑡−1) + 𝑖𝑡 ⨀ �̃�𝑡       (9) 

The forget gate is responsible for controlling how much of the old memory cell ( 𝑐(𝑡−1)) 

is preserved while the input gate is controlling how much of the new candidate cell ( �̃�𝑡) 

is considered (e.g. the previous cell will be considered when 𝑓
𝑡
 is close to 1 while 𝑖𝑡 is 

close to 0). The cell state 𝑐𝑡 and the output gate 𝑜𝑡 are used to calculate the output 

hidden state ℎ𝑡 as follows: 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ⨀ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑐𝑡)                  (10) 

 

3.3.3 Gated recurrent units (GRUs) 

GRUs contain an update gate that determines how much information from the hidden 

state should be allowed through (𝑧𝑡), as well as a reset gate that determines how much 

information should be rejected from the hidden state (𝑟𝑡). 

𝑟𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑖𝑟𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖𝑟 + 𝑊ℎ𝑟ℎ(𝑡−1) + 𝑏ℎ𝑟)              (11) 

𝑧𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑖𝑧𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖𝑧 + 𝑊ℎ𝑧ℎ(𝑡−1) + 𝑏ℎ𝑧)              (12) 

Then the candidate hidden state (𝑛𝑡) is calculated as follows: 

𝑛𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖𝑛 + 𝑟𝑡⨀ (𝑊ℎℎℎ(𝑡−1) + 𝑏ℎ𝑛))     (13) 

Lastly, the hidden state (ℎ𝑡) is calculated as follows: 
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ℎ𝑡 = (1 − 𝑧𝑡) ⨀ 𝑛𝑡 + 𝑧𝑡 ⨀ ℎ𝑡−1                (14) 

The candidate state is used if the update gate 𝑧𝑡 is near zero. The current hidden 

state is equivalent to the previous hidden state if the update gate is near 1. LSTM and 

GRU strive to maintain information from distant time steps without vanishing it across 

time, but the GRU is cost-efficient compared to LSTM. In the majority of contemporary 

sequence-related tasks, LSTMs and GRUs are chosen. In CHAPTER 4, we show how 

the GRU is used in Arabic subword recognition. 

 

3.4 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 

The advent of Convolution Neural Networks, which can successfully process 

images, is a key part of neural networks' resurrection. Because spatial context must be 

captured, image-related issues have always been complex. Convolution with a 

handcrafted kernel, designed to catch specific patterns, was traditionally used to 

conduct spatial filtering such as edges. CNNs introduced trainable filters that can build 

discriminative feature maps optimal for the given task. This method transformed the 

field of computer vision, displacing handcrafted features.  

The convolution layer, in essence, converts one image feature map to another 

while taking into account contextual information about each pixel's surroundings. It's 

worth noting that convolution is a linear operation that takes the place of traditional 

NNs' linear projection. Low-level features, such as edges, are generated by layers closer 

to the input, whereas high-level features, such as an eye or a nose in face detection 

systems are generated by layers closer to the output. Because large kernel convolutions 

are expensive, multiple layered convolutions of small kernel 3×3 are recommended 

[53][54].   

Let us  define  the  input  tensor  to  a  layer  by  𝑋 ∈ 𝑅𝐻×𝑊×𝐶𝑖𝑛 and a sub-tensor 
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of it centered at the position 𝑖, 𝑗 by 𝑋(𝑖,𝑗) ∈ 𝑅ℎ×𝑤×𝐶𝑖𝑛. Let us define 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
∈

𝑅ℎ×𝑤×𝐶𝑖𝑛 , 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 1, … , 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡′𝑡ℎ filter of a layer. In CNNs, convolutional 

neurons convolve 𝑋 with 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
 and add an offset, which equates to doing the 

following calculation for each point (𝑖, 𝑗)  of the input tensor 𝑋: 

𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑ 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,

(𝑘, 𝑚, 𝑐𝑖𝑛)𝑋(𝑖,𝑗)(𝑘, 𝑚, 𝑐𝑖𝑛)

ℎ,𝑤,𝐶𝑖𝑛

𝑘,𝑚,𝑐𝑖𝑛=1

+ 𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
 

= 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑇 𝑥(𝑖,𝑗) + 𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡

                         (15) 

the 𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
(𝑖, 𝑗) is the (𝑖, 𝑗)′𝑡ℎ element of the output feature map 𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡

, 𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
 is the bias 

term, and 𝑥(𝑖,𝑗) and 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
 are vectorized versions of 𝑋(𝑖,𝑗) and 𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡

 , respectively. The 

feature mappings 𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
, 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 1, … , 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡  are concatenated to generate the tensor 𝑌 ∈

𝑅𝐻×𝑊×𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡, and the layer output is produced using an element-wise activation function. 

Stacking layers in a specific order is not a requirement of the CNN architecture. A 

majority of recent architectures, on the other hand, involve complicated information 

flows with many pathways such as GoogleNet [55], ResNet [56], DenseNet [57], etc.  

 

3.5 Generalized Operational Perceptrons 

GOP neurons are a natural superset of linear MLP neurons. They allow for 

improved input signal encoding using linear and non-linear fusion algorithms, resulting 

in more compact neural network designs with superior performance. The linear model 

of MLP in Equation 1 is replaced by a non-linear model in GOPs with three operators: 

nodal operator Ψ𝑖
𝑙+1,  pool operator P𝑖

𝑙+1, and activation operator 𝑓𝑖
𝑙+1  as follows: 

𝑦𝑖
𝑙+1 = 𝑏𝑖

𝑙+1 + 𝑃𝑖
𝑙+1(Ψ𝑖

𝑙+1(w1𝑖
𝑙+1, 𝑥𝑖

𝑙), … , Ψ𝑖
𝑙+1(w𝑘𝑖

𝑙+1, 𝑥𝑘
𝑙 ), 𝑛), ∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁𝑙+1]  (16) 

The nodal operator can be multiplication, harmonic (sinusoid), exponential, 

quadratic function, Hermitian, Gaussian, Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), and derivative 
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of Gaussian (DoG). The pool operator can be summation, maximum, median, and n-

correlation. The activation operator can be tanh, and lin-cut.  

 

3.6 Operational Neural Networks (ONNs) 

According to recent studies, [58]–[61], CNNs, like their predecessors, Multi-

Layer Perceptrons (MLPs), rely on the ancient linear neuron model, so they are 

successful in learning linearly separable problems very well, but they may completely 

fail when the problem’s solution space is highly non-linear and complex. ONNs [58], 

[61]–[63], are recently proposed heterogeneous networks with a non-linear neuron 

model. They can learn highly complex and multi-modal functions or spaces even with 

compact architectures. Similar to Generalized Operational Perceptrons (GOPs) [58]–

[60], [64], [65], operational neurons of ONNs are modeled similar to biological 

neurons, with nodal (synaptic connections) and pool (synaptic integration in the soma) 

operators. An operator set is a collection of the nodal, pool, and activation operators, 

and the operator set library needs to be built in advance to contain all possible operator 

sets. 

ONNs [38], which are derived directly from GOPs, are heterogeneous networks 

that encapsulate neurons with linear and non-linear operators, bringing them closer to 

biological systems. In summary, the nodal and pool operators in ONNs extend the 

exclusive use of linear convolutions in convolutional neurons. 

ONNs generalize CNNs transformation in (1) using: 

𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
(𝑖, 𝑗) = Ψ(𝑥(𝑖,𝑗), 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡

) + 𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
,                     (17) 

where Ψ is a nodal function that can be a combination of different functions. During 

the training, the selection of Ψ is achieved using a search strategy. The ONN layer is a 

conventional CNN layer when the nodal function is determined to be the dot-product 
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of its arguments. The operator chosen  will be applied to every connection and every 

kernel element in the network [66]. 

 

3.7 Self-Organized ONNs 

ONNs, too, have a variety of limits and downsides as a result of such fixed and 

static architecture. First, only the operators in the operator set library can obviously be 

used, and if the correct operator set for the learning problem at hand is not in the library, 

the desired learning performance cannot be achieved. Second, to reduce the search 

space, one or few operator sets can be assigned to all neurons in each hidden layer, 

which poses a limited level of heterogeneity. Finally, there is always a need for 

searching for the best operator sets for each layer, which might be cumbersome, 

especially for deeper networks.  

To tackle the aforementioned problems, [9] proposed Self-ONNs with 

generative neurons. The generative neuron model allows Self-ONNs to self-organize 

by iteratively generating nodal operators during the back-propagation (BP) training to 

maximize the learning performance. Certainly, being able to create any non-linear nodal 

operator significantly improves both operational diversity and flexibility. 

Self-ONNs promise a similar or better performance level than conventional 

ONNs with an elegant diversity and reduced computational complexity. The self-

organization capability of Self-ONNs is enabled by the generative neuron model, in 

which the nodal operators are iteratively generated during backpropagation training to 

maximize learning performance. In CHAPTER 5 we show how we adapted Self-ONNs 

to improve handwriting recognition performance in both Arabic and English datasets. 

Instead of searching for the best possible nodal function, during training, each 

generative neuron in a Self-ONN can iteratively generate any nonlinear function of 
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each kernel element with a truncated Mac-Laurin series expansion: 

Ψ (𝑥(𝑖,𝑗), 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,1,…,𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,
𝑄) =  𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,1

𝑇 𝑥(𝑖,𝑗) + 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,2
𝑇 𝑥(𝑖,𝑗)

2 + ⋯ + 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑄
𝑇 𝑥(𝑖,𝑗)

𝑄 =

∑ 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑞
𝑇𝑄

𝑞=0 𝑥(𝑖,𝑗)
𝑞

 ,                                        (18) 

where 𝑥(𝑖,𝑗)
𝑞

  is an element-wise power, 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑞  are learnable weights interacting with 

𝑥(𝑖,𝑗)
𝑞

. As a result, each neuron  undergoes the following transformation: 

𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑ 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑞

𝑇𝑄
𝑞=1 𝑥(𝑖,𝑗)

𝑞 + 𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡
,                 (19) 

 where 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑞, 𝑞 =  1, . . . , 𝑄, are learned using gradient-based optimization since the 

purpose is to learn the best suited nodal function.  

An illustration of the kernels in CNNs, ONNs, and Self-ONNs is depicted in 

Figure 5. In conventional CNNs (Figure 5 (left)), a linear transformation is always 

used in convolution with the input tensor. In ONNs (Figure 5 (middle)), a selected non-

linear operator is used for all kernel elements (e.g. sinusoids with different frequencies). 

In Self-ONNs (Figure 5  (right)) the right nodal operator for every kernel element, 

every neuron, and every synaptic connection is generated during (BP) training. This 

allows that in Self-ONNs, for a certain kernel element the nodal operator can be linear, 

while for another may be similar to a sinusoid or any arbitrary non-linear function. This 

allows neuron-level and even kernel-level diversity and heterogeneity. For more 

 

Figure 5. Kernels in CNNs (left), ONNs (middle), and Self-ONNs (right). 
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detailed information and details on the BP formulations, the readers are referred to [9]. 

 

3.8 Conclusion 

This chapter presented the theoretical background of NNs, RNNs, and their 

variants, CNNs, and the recent advances in NNs. In particular, the ONNs and Self-

ONNs with generative neurons play a significant role in this dissertation. This 

dissertation will present the use of these advanced models to tackle many challenges 

related to handwriting recognition in historical Arabic manuscripts in the coming 

chapters.   
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CHAPTER 4:  SUBWORD RECOGNITION USING CNN-GRU 

 

Handwriting recognition techniques are typically categorized into 

segmentation-free (holistic) and segmentation-based (analytical) approaches. 

Segmentation-based techniques rely on segmenting the words into primitive units 

(subwords or characters) for recognition (Figure 6 (a)) while segmentation-free 

techniques employ words as units of recognition (Figure 6 (b)). Recognition of 

subwords has several advantages over holistic word recognition. Firstly, since 

subwords are disconnected parts of a word, it is easier to extract them as compared to 

complete words especially in case of cursive scripts like Arabic. Secondly, same 

subwords are shared across multiple words (Figure 6 (c)) and the total number of 

unique subwords is much less than the total number of unique words. In other words, 

the size of the dictionary of complete words is larger than that of the subwords, hence 

using subwords as units of recognition reduces the number of unique classes to be 

recognized. Another advantage of subword recognition is that it can be extended for 

handwriting recognition in other languages that share the same script as Arabic e.g., 

Urdu, Persian, etc. Few examples of the words shared between Arabic and Persian are 

 

Figure 6. (a) Arabic subwords. (b) Complete Arabic words (c) Arabic words with 

shared subwords. (d) A sample of Arabic words that are used in other non-Arabic 

languages. 
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shown in Figure 6  (d).  Finally, subword recognition is known to report higher 

recognition rates as opposed to word recognition [67]. 

We propose a deep learning-based technique to recognize a substantial vocabulary of 

Arabic handwritten subwords extracted from historical documents. More specifically, 

we propose a hybrid CNN-GRU model that learns to discriminate between a large 

number of subword classes. The key highlights of this study are listed in the following. 

• An end-to-end system is proposed for recognition of challenging Arabic 

handwritten subwords extracted from historical manuscripts. 

• A hybrid CNN-GRU architecture is introduced with shallow convolutional 

layers extracting robust features from subwords while the GRU layers learn to 

map the feature sequences to subword class labels. 

• Experimental study is carried out on two benchmark datasets IBN SINA and 

VML-HD and recognition rates outperforming current state-of-the-art are 

reported.  

• Unlike previous studies which consider only a subset of VML-HD dataset, the 

complete dataset has been employed for evaluation purposes in our 

experiments. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has considered 

such diverse subword classes to evaluate the proposed models.  

 

4.1 The proposed subword model 

 This section presents the details of the proposed subword recognition technique 

that relies on extraction of robust representations using convolutional layers followed 

by sequence modelling using Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs). An overview of the CNN-

GRU architecture employed for recognition of subwords is illustrated in Figure 7. 

CNNs are known to be state-of-the-art feature extractors outperforming hand-
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engineered features on a number of classification tasks. Likewise, recurrent neural 

networks are known to effectively model sequential data. 

 While the basic RNNs are known to suffer from the vanishing gradient problem 

when modeling long-term dependencies, variants like LSTMs and GRUs are commonly 

employed. These variants rely on gates to regulate the flow of information from one 

time step to another.  

 The employed architecture comprises of two convolutional layers. The input 

subword image (40×64×3 for images in the IBN SINA dataset) is fed to the first 

convolutional layer with 64, 3×3 filters producing an output of 40×64×64. The feature 

maps of the first convolutional layer are fed as input to the second convolutional layer 

which produces an output of 40×64×256. A max-pooling layer reduces the spatial 

dimensions of the output volume by 2 producing a volume of 20×32×256. Batch-

normalization is also added to the network to speed up training by normalizing the 

activations while a dropout layer is included to mitigate over-fitting. Prior to feeding 

the activations to the GRU layers, the data is reshaped to 20×8192. A stack of four Bi-

directional GRU layers is added after the convolutional layers. The outputs are then 

concatenated and fed to the next GRU layer. The output of the GRU layers is finally 

flattened and fed to a fully connected softmax layer for classification. The same 

architecture is employed for the VML-HD dataset, we only changed the input image 

size to (110×110). 

 The model is implemented in TensorFlow on TitanX GPU with 12 GB VRAM. 

Model was trained using ADAM optimizer, the learning rate was set to 0.001 while the 

batch size was set to 32. The model was trained for 350 epochs. 
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4.2 Experiments 

 This section presents the details of the experiments along with the reported 

results. We first introduce the datasets employed in our study followed by a discussion 

on the results. 

4.2.1 Subword-level datasets 

 One of the well-known datasets compiled for research on historical Arabic 

manuscripts is the IBN SINA dataset which contains 50 folios of ancient Arabic 

documents from KitabKashf al-Tamwihatfisharh al-Tanbihat ((Figure 8 (a)). 

Following the same experimental protocol as that of previous studies, we employ the 

first 40 folios for training and the last 10 folios for testing. Furthermore, we also ignore 

the dots similar to [50]. The second dataset, VML-HD, is recently published and is 

relatively much larger comprising of 680 pages from five different books written by 

different writers in diverse writing styles. Since there is no published work using the 

n 
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Figure 7. An overview of the CNN-GRU architecture for Arabic subword 

recognition. The Conv layers serve as feature extractors while the stacked GRU 

layers serve as recognizers. 
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full version of this dataset yet, we employed 60% of images for training, 20% for 

validation and 20% in the test set. 

The success of deep learning-based solutions is mostly linked with the amount 

of data employed for training. Most of the current research in object recognition using 

deep CNNs makes use of data augmentation to increase the size of training data and 

avoid over-fitting [68] [69]. Data augmentation can also be employed to address the 

class imbalance problem [70]. In our study, we employ shear transform and rotation 

(up to certain degrees) to augment the subword images. For each subword image in the 

IBN SINA dataset, we generate 36 images resulting in a total of 179,027 images in 933 

different categories. Since the VML-HD data is relatively larger and few classes have 

thousands of examples, we apply data augmentation only to classes having less than 10 

samples. This results in a total of 374,161 subwords in 6187 different categories. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

4.2.1  Figure 8. Samples of the datasets used. (a) Sample from the IBN SINA dataset. (b) to (e) 

Samples from the VML-HD dataset. 
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4.2.2 Results & discussion 

The performance of the proposed CNN-GRU architecture on both datasets is 

presented in Table 3. It can be observed from the reported recognition rates that 

though IBN SINA is a single writer dataset, the recognition rate is slightly lower 

(96.13%) as compared to that on the VML dataset (98.60%). This can be attributed to 

the relatively smaller training set in case of IBN SINA dataset as well as high 

degradation in the manuscripts. In some cases, small parts of subwords are lost leading 

to incorrect classification. When compared to other known methods evaluated on the 

IBN SINA dataset, a significant performance enhancement is observed as opposed to 

conventional classifiers like SVM and Nearest Neighbour. 

Likewise, the previous studies employing VML dataset used only a part of the 

dataset for evaluation of the proposed techniques. In our experiments, we employ the 

complete dataset with more than six thousand subword categories and the proposed 

model still outperforms the existing techniques. The high recognition rates reported 

on two different datasets support the potential application of such a system in 

automatic transcription of historical manuscripts. This could eventually lead to true 

digital libraries making them searchable for the end users. 

Figure 9 illustrates the subwords categories which reported a recognition rate 

of less than 100%. As discussed earlier, the degradation of manuscripts and incorrect 

segmentation of subwords are the major factors contributing to recognition errors as 

morphologically similar subword classes tend to overlap. As an example, the subword 

class `kr' in Table 4. has lost the upper stroke of the first letter making it resemble 

another subword `lr' hence leading to an incorrect classification. Likewise, similar 

problems can occur with other subword classes resulting in incorrect recognition. 
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Table 3. Recognition results in IBN SINA and VML-HD datasets. 

Study Method Dataset Accuracy 

R. Alaasam et al. [43] CNN Part of VML-HD 81% 

R. Alaasam et al. [44] CNN Part of VML-HD 97.82%  

Chherawala et al. [45] 1-NN IBN SINA 86.16% 

Moghaddam et al. [49] SVMs IBN SINA 89.66% 

Chherawala & Cheriet  

[47] 

1-NNs IBN SINA 86.2% 

Fouladi et al. [50] Contour Matching By 

Alignment 

IBN SINA 91.08%  

Proposed Method CNN and GRU IBN SINA 96.13% 

Proposed Method CNN and GRU Full set of VML-

HD 

98.6% 

 

 

Table 4. Classification results. The first three rows show incorrect classification 

while the last three rows show the correct classification. 

Input Image True class Predicted Class 

        kr (كر) Kr (كر)              lr (لر) 

 v (و)  v (و) h (ه) 

rh (رح)  rh (رح) h (ح) 

bma ( بما)  bma ( بما) bma ( بما) 

llh (لله) llh (لله) llh (لله) 

qSa (قصا) qSa (قصا) qSa (قصا) 
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4.3 Conclusion 

Recognition of Arabic handwriting from historical manuscripts is a challenging 

problem due to varying writing styles, document degradation and segmentation issues. 

The current study addressed this problem using a hybrid CNN-GRU model to 

recognize Arabic subwords extracted from historical documents. The proposed model 

was evaluated on two different datasets, IBN SINA and VML-HD and reported high 

recognition rates of 96.10% and 98.60% on the two datasets respectively. A 

comparison with existing techniques revealed the superiority of the proposed 

architecture in terms of recognition rates. The proposed solution can also be adapted 

to other cursive scripts like Persian, Kurdish and Urdu etc. In our subsequent 

endeavours on this subject, we aim to include a post-processing step to validate the 

predictions of the model. Furthermore, in addition to subwords, retrieval using 

complete words can also be added to allow more useful queries at the application 

layer. 

 Figure 9. Categories of subwords that gained less than 100% accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 5: HANDWRITING RECOGNITION USING SELF-ONNS WITH 

GENERATIVE NEURONS  

 

The majority of current offline HTR algorithms work at the line-level 

by converting the text-line image into a series of feature vectors which are fed into an 

optical model, such as RNN, to recognize handwritten text. Although document-level 

text detection and localization and paragraph-level joint line segmentation and 

recognition yielded encouraging results, the best recognition results, however, are still 

obtained by systems that work at the line-level [71]. 

In this work, we propose a dedicated use of Self-ONNs in HTR as an alternative 

to the traditional CNN-based methods. We investigate an adequate level of non-

linearity of the Self-ONN layers to provide extensive information on the Self-ONN 

performance under various topologies. We further investigate the use of deformable 

convolutions along with the generative neurons in the same network. With such a 

novel approach, we achieve the state-of-the-art performance with a significant 

performance gap over all recent methods.  

 

5.1 The Proposed System 

To investigate the impact of using a heterogeneous and non-linear network 

model in HTR, we performed certain modifications over the recently proposed CNN-

only HTR system [41] that currently holds the state-of-the-art HTR performance. 

Figure 10 depicts an overview of the architecture used in [41]. In this section, we go 

over the modifications we made on the blocks and some additional system features. 
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5.1.1 Architecture 

The proposed architecture consists of two parts; the backbone and the head. The 

backbone consists of a group of ResnetBlocks [72] blocks and acts as an optical model 

responsible for transforming the input images into feature maps. Each block contains 

either 2D-CNNs or 2D-Self-ONNs with 3 × 3 kernels, 1 × 1 stride, 1 × 1 padding, and 

1 × 1 dilation. The number of filters in each group of blocks is twice the number of 

filters in the previous group of blocks. Each CNN or Self-ONN layer is followed by 

batch normalization and each group of blocks is followed by max pooling. The 

original architecture in [41] uses a total of 10 convolutional blocks. Here we only use 

7 blocks to further reduce the complexity and we evaluate both configurations. Similar 

to the way deformable convolutions are injected in [41], we injected operational layers 

with generative neurons of Self-ONNs by replacing the convolutional layers/neurons 

in ResNet blocks as demonstrated in Figure 10 (b). 

The feature maps extracted from the convolutional backbone are then fed into 

the convolutional or operational head to be transformed into character predictions with 

the help of either 1D-CNN or 1D-Self-ONN. The convolutional or operational head 

consists of several CNNs or Self-ONNs, each one is followed by batch normalization 

and a ReLU non-linearity (in the case of CNN) or Tanh (in the case of Self-ONN). 

We generate a sequence of probability distributions over the potential characters using 

the softmax function on the final output, which is then propagated into a Connectionist 

Temporal Classification (CTC) loss [73]. 
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5.1.2 Implementation Details 

To test our approach, we use a widely used line-level dataset IAM [7]containing 

a total of 9,862 text lines. It includes one set of training, one set of testing, and two 

sets of validation. We use also HADARA80P [5] dataset which is based on an Arabic 

historical handwritten book. It contains 1,336 lines. We use 80% of the dataset for 

training, 10% for validation and 10% for testing as this splitting method adopted in 

several research papers [74]–[76]. 

Because the Hadara80P dataset is relatively different and much smaller than the 

IAM dataset, we train it for 120 epochs only, while for the IAM dataset, we train it 

for 2000 epochs.  Adam optimizer is used to train the model with a maximum learning 

rate of 4e−5 (for IAM) and 1e-5 (for Hadara80P) and the batch size set to 12.  

The Word Error Rate (WER)  and  Character Error Rate (CER) are the 

 Figure 10. (a) System architecture consisted of a Backbone that contains either 

CNNs or Self-ONNs and a Head (1D-CNNs or 1D-Self-ONNs). (b) ResBlock 

variation for Self-ONNs or deformable convolutions. 
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evaluation metrics used in this study, both of which use the Levenshtein Distance [22] 

between the predicted text and the target text. The ratio of misrecognized characters 

is represented by CER, whereas the ratio of misrecognized words is represented by 

WER. 

Three types of errors need to be considered when calculating the CER and 

WER: the substitution error (S) is the misspelled characters or words, the deletion 

error (D) is the lost or missing characters or words, and the insertion error (I) is the 

incorrect inclusion of characters or words. The following formula describes the 

common calculation of CER: 

𝐶𝐸𝑅 =  
𝑆+𝐷+𝐼

𝑁
,                                        (20) 

where N is the number of characters in the ground truth. The WER formula is similar 

to CER’s one, but at the word level. 

𝑊𝐸𝑅 =  
𝑆𝑤+𝐷𝑤+𝐼𝑤

𝑁𝑤
                                         (21) 

 If the Levenshtein distance between two words is not zero, the word is 

considered incorrectly classified even if only one character is incorrect. This 

evaluation includes all symbols including special characters. Figure 12 and Figure 

11 show samples taken during testing the proposed model along with CER and WER.  

 

5.2 Experimental Evaluation 

 

5.2.1 Evaluating The Self-ONN Optical Model 

In the first experiment, we compare the performance of CNNs versus Self-

ONNs on the original architecture proposed in [41] which consists of 10 blocks in the 

backbone and three convolutional layers in the head. Table 5 illustrates the 

comparison of accuracy after replacing the CNN layers in the head with Self-ONN  
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layers with Q = 3, 5, 7 and 9 (Q is the order of the Taylor polynomials). We report the 

performance of the models with the best CER and the WER. Self-ONNs consistently  

outperform both CNNs and deformable CNNs in terms of CER and WER. 

We then trim the model by removing three blocks from the convolutional 

backbone that leads to a reduction of 6 CNN layers we tested this compact architecture 

on HADARA80P dataset because it is smaller in size compared to IAM dataset. The 

results in Table 6  show that using SelfONNs on the backbone was giving better 

results than using it on the head. The results also show exceptional accuracy 

improvement (3.464 % and 1.2 % WER and  CER accuracy improvement 

respectively) when using SelfONNs compared to CNN only architecture.  

We further improve the model for IAM dataset and added the removed layers to the 

head leading to a total of 9 layers in the head. The results are presented in Table 7. 

This new model where layers in the feature extraction part (backbone) are reduced 

and layers in the classification part (head) are populated leads to a better CER or WER 

Table 5. Comparison of the performance of CNNs, Self-ONNs, and deformable 

convolutions on the IAM dataset using the original architecture proposed in [41]. 

Comparison of the performance of CNNs, Self-ONNs and deformable convolutions on 

IAM dataset using the original architecture proposed in [41] 

 

 

Configuration Q-order Best CER Best WER 

Backbone Head  CER WER CER WER 

CNN CNN - 5.424 18.914 5.171 17.894 

CNN Self-ONN 3 5.128 17.982 5.128 17.982 

CNN Self-ONN 5 5.145 17.858 5.145 17.858 

CNN Self-ONN 7 5.202 18.178 5.202 18.178 

CNN Self-ONN 9 5.270 18.258 5.270 18.258 

CNN Self-ONN 3,5,7 5.075 17.589 5.075 17.589 

CNN+DeformableCNN Self-ONN 3,5,7 5.156 17.771 5.151 17.654 
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than the ones reported in [41]. Following this, using operational layers of Self-ONNs 

in the feature extraction part exhibits even better results than using only CNNs or 

CNNs with deformable convolutions. Finally, the combination of Self-ONNs with 

deformable convolutions achieves an exceptional improvement in both CER and 

WER and thus setting a new state-of-the-art performance level in this domain.  

An important observation worth mentioning is that although the use of the three 

neuron types (convolutional, deformable convolutional, operational) improved the 

performance, the location of each one in the network architecture also had an 

important effect. By looking at the results in 1, we find that although the three 

networks were used (CNN and deformable in the backbone while Self-ONN in the 

head), the result was not the best. 

 

 

Table 6. Comparison of the performance of CNNs, Self-ONNs (Q = 3,5,7 in all), 

and Deformable Convolutions on the HADARA80P dataset using only 7 blocks 

on the backbone. 

Configuration Best CER Best WER 

Backbone Head CER WER CER WER 

CNN CNN 9.199  35.912 9.191 35.460 

CNN+DeformableCNN CNN 9.639 

  

37.216 

 

9.639 

 

37.216 

CNN Self-ONN 12.486 46.178 

 

12.486 

 

46.178 

 
Self-ONN CNN 7.977  

  

32.038  

 

7.991  

  

31.996  

Self-ONN+DeformableCNN CNN 11.764 

 

46.010 12.145 46.681 
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5.2.2 Performance Evaluations 

As discussed earlier, several deep learning models of HTR were proposed in the 

literature including LSTM-Based approaches, attention-based approaches and 

sequence-to-sequence transition approaches in addition to the recently proposed 

CNN-only approaches. For a detailed set of comparative evaluations, the 

performances of the proposed methods are compared against all recent state-of-the-rt 

methods (lexicon-free in line-level) in IAM dataset and presented in Table 8. The 

proposed method outperforms all prior works. The proposed Self-ONN architecture 

combined with deformable convolution improved the CER by 0.14% and WER by 

1.49% over [41].  

The HADARA80P dataset was mainly used in word spotting systems thus the 

reported results are at word-level. In [77] they used the line-level dataset with other 

non-historical Arabic datasets to train their system, however the accuracy of their 

system on HADARA80P dataset is not reported, instead, they reported the overall 

accuracy of the system using all datasets.   

Table 7. Comparison of the performance of CNNs, Self-ONNs (Q = 3,5,7 in all), 

and Deformable Convolutions on the IAM dataset using the proposed 

architecture in Figure 10 

Configuration Best CER Best WER 

Backbone Head CER WER CER WER 

CNN CNN 4.799 16.287 4.731 16.324 

CNN+DeformableCNN CNN 4.914 16.171 4.914 16.171 

CNN Self-ONN 4.737 16.164 4.895 16.2583 

Self-ONN CNN 4.732 16.033 4.794 16.127 

Self-ONN+DeformableCNN CNN 4.576 15.488 4.532 15.080 
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Table 8.Comparison with the state-of-the-art results on IAM dataset. 

System Method CER WER 

Chenetal.[38] CNN&LSTM 11.15 34.55 
Phametal.[39] CNN&LSTM 10.8 35.1 

Khrishnanetal.[78] CNN 9.78 32.89 

Chowdhuryetal.[79] CNN&RNN 8.10 16.70 
Puigcerver[27] CNN&LSTM 6.2 20.2 

Markouetal.[80] CNN&LSTM 6.14 20.04 

Duttaetal.[81] CNN&LSTM 5.8 17.8 

Tassopoulouetal.[82] CNN&LSTM 5.18 17.68 
Yousefetal.[83] CNN 4.9 - 

Michaeletal.[37] CNN&LSTM 4.87 - 

Cojocaruetal.[84] CNN&DeformableCNN 4.6 19.3 

Retsinasetal.[41] CNN&DeformableCNN 4.67 16.57 

Proposed CNN&DeformableCNN&Self-ONNs 4.53 15.08 

Actual Text:      الجماعة مكلفون مخاطبون و قالابن عبد البر فى التمهيد الجن عند  
Predicted Text:  عند الجماعة مكلفون مخاطبون و قااعبد البر فى التمهيد الجن اابن  
Character Errors: 3. 0  
Word Errors: 3.0 
 

Actual Text:      ابن حزم فى الملل جا النص بان الجن امة عاقلة مميزة مكلفة موعودة 

Predicted Text: ميزة مكلفة اعاقلة مال جا النص بان الجن امة الـاابن حزم فى الم

اموعود  

Character Errors: 5.0 
Word Errors: 4.0 

Actual Text:  الدين فى التفسير اطبق الكل يعنى من اثبت وجود الجن على ان كلهم 
Predicted Text:  اعلى ان كلهمامن اثبت وجود الجن االدين فى التفسير اطبق الكل يعنى  
Character Errors: 3.0 
Word Errors: 3.0 
 

 Figure 11. Sample of Model predictions of HADARA80P dataset with their 

CER and WER. 
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Figure 12. Sample of Model predictions of IAM dataset with their CER and 

WER. 

Actual Text: if one walked slowly, between road and 

Predicted Text: if are walked slanely, between Noad 

and 

Character Errors:6.0 

Word Errors:3.0 

Actual Text: She went back to Philip. But 

Predicted Text: the went back to Philigs. But 

Character Errors:3.0 

Word Errors:2.0 

Actual Text: mantle, and said with such 

Predicted Text: mantle, and said with such 

Character Errors:0.0 

Word Errors:0.0 

Actual Text: him go, unable to speak, she 

Predicted Text: him go, unable to speak, she 

Character Errors:0.0 

Word Errors:0.0 
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5.3 Conclusion 

In this dissertation, a novel approach based on Self-ONNs is proposed for HTR. 

Reaching the state-of-the-art performance levels, the proposed approach benefits from 

the superior learning capabilities of the Self-ONNs that are heterogeneous network 

models with generative neurons. The previous top model proposed in [41] employs 

an uncertainty reduction method to improve the overall accuracy to 4.55% CER and 

16.08% WER on the IAM line dataset. The proposed Self-ONN-based approach 

surpasses the original model even without employing any uncertainty reduction or any 

other post-processing whilst the network depth is further reduced. This study shows 

that the operational layers with generative neurons are able to represent complicated 

contextual information and handle HTR efficiently. The superiority of these layers is 

very obvious in the Arabic dataset which is more complex than the English Dataset.  

In our future work, we aim to explore thoroughly different training strategies for Self-

ONNs and investigate the performance of Self-ONNs with RNNs. The optimized 

PyTorch implementation of Self-ONNs is publicly shared in [85].   
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CHAPTER 6: UNDOTTED TEXT DISAMBIGUATION USING SELF-ONNS  

 

This chapter discusses a novel way for disambiguating undotted words. Here, 

we propose a solution assuming that dots are entirely lost, and we are trying to build 

a system that can read an undotted text and then predict the possible dots of characters 

in the word. The word I'jam (إعجام) refers to adding points or dots to a consonant to 

improve clarity and understanding. The proposed system (summarized in Figure 13) 

consists of an OCR model and a dots restoration model; the OCR model receives an 

image and returns the corresponding transcription. The dots restoration model (trained 

on a rich Arabic corpus) receives an undotted Arabic text as an input and returns the 

corresponding dotted text as an output result. The key highlights of this chapter are 

listed in the following. 

• We propose a novel method within our knowledge to restore dots from 

undotted Arabic script. While the method is providing a solution for 

handwriting recognition systems that deal with Arabic manuscripts with old 

undotted scripts, it shows its success in recent Arabic handwritten 

documents which is having dotted and diacritized scripts. 

• We analyze the effects of dots and diacritical marks on the performance of 

the OCR model. 

• In addition to dots restoration, we improve on a recent diacritics restoration 

model by introducing Self-ONNs with generative neurons proposed 

recently in [9] to overcome the limitations of CNNs.  
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6.1 Previous Diacritization Models 

The earliest attempt to automatically restore diacritics in Arabic texts relied 

solely on rules. It either employed digital dictionaries or relied on human input to 

determine the linguistic rules required for diacritization. This category includes the 

majority of the online published tools for Arabic diacritizition, which commonly use 

morphological analyzers [3]. The difficult, costly, and time-consuming effort of 

generating and maintaining rules that encompass the rich linguistic characteristics of 

Arabic is a fundamental shortcoming of rule-based approaches. Furthermore, the 

development of these systems necessitates ongoing review and modifications by 

language experts [3].  

The second category used simple statistical methods. Explicit language rules are 

not used in these methods. Statistical models, on the other hand, learn diacritization 

by estimating the likelihood of distribution of a series of words or characters from 

 ڡسىعا و ىدى سهمىلا ىل ٮعىرهم و ا ٮلا ىسلط علىهم عدوا م ٮو ا

Text Line Image 

OCR Model 

label 

Training Phase 

Test Phase 

Output 

Arabic Dotted and 

Diacritized Text 

 يذيق و شيعا يلبسهم لا ان و غيرهم من عدوا عليهم يسلط لا ان و

Dots Restoration 

Model 

Training Phase 

Test Phase 

Output 

 

Figure 13. General overview of the proposed OCR and dots restoration system architecture. 
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diacritized texts. The third group is made up of several sorts of deep learning. The use 

of various types of Neural Networks to restore diacritization is the most recent trend 

in the field.  Fadel et al. [86] compare the performance of  publicly accessible rule-

based systems with their neural-based technique Shakkala [87]. Their results 

demonstrate that the neural Shakkala system surpasses traditional rule-based 

techniques significantly. 

The first RNN proposed to address the diacritization problem as a sequence 

transcription problem was proposed in  [88]. They designed, trained, and tested a 

bidirectional LSTM network that takes raw undiacritized sequences as input and 

converts them to diacritized sequences. Prior to, or during data training, they did not 

perform any lexical, morphological, or syntactical analysis. Instead, they applied 

error-correction algorithms as a post-processing step on the network's output. Later, 

in [89], they examined various network architectures and found that the bidirectional 

LSTM network outperforms the encoder/decoder network and the unidirectional 

LSTM network. They also fine-tuned their model by employing a deeper network and 

dropout.  

In neural machine translation, non-recurrent architectures such as convolutional 

and self-attentional have been shown to outperform RNNs. CNNs and self-attentional 

networks are considered better at modeling long-range dependencies because they can 

connect distant words over shorter network paths than RNNs [90]. On various Natural 

Language Processing tasks, Yin et al. [91]  compare CNNs, LSTMs, and GRUs. They 

discovered that CNNs are better at tasks involving semantics, while RNNs are better 

at tasks involving syntax, particularly for longer sentences.  

A combination of 1-D Convolution Bank, Highway network, and Bidirectional 

GRU network (CBHG) was proposed by [92] for a character-level Neural Machine 
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Translation (NMT) and adapted by [93]for building Tacotron text-to-speech model. 

In [94], the same network was adapted to restore diacritics in Arabic text. The 

performance of the network was compared to the other two networks. The first is a 

baseline model with an embedding layer of 512 dimensions, three bidirectional LSTM 

layers with 256 cells each, a fully connected layer to project to the output size, and 

finally, a softmax layer to output the probability for each diacritic. The second model 

is built on an encoder-decoder architecture. While the encoder-decoder solves the 

problem and outperforms many other systems in the literature, they discovered that 

the CBHG model is substantially faster to train and gets state-of-the-art results.  

We further improve on this model and instead of using CNNs we use Self-ONNs 

(described in CHAPTER 3) with generative neurons demonstrating superior results 

compared to CNNs. We show that with a smaller number of layers and parameters, 

our model is able to yield better results than the original CNN-based model. In 

addition to diacritics restoration, we adapted the model to restore dots in an undotted 

Arabic text. To our knowledge, this is the first one of its kind model for dots 

restoration. As the diacritization of text helps in improving text-to-speech systems’ 

results, the dots restoration will help in improving the Arabic HTR significantly. 

 

6.2 Proposed Dots and Diacritics Restoration Method 

Our goal in diacritics restoration is to generate a sequence of diacritics y = 

(y1,..., yn) from a sequence of input characters x = (x1,..., xn), where y1 is the diacritic 

of the character x1, which is picked from 15 potential values. The same way our dots 

restoration goal is to generate a sequence of dotted characters y = (y1,..., yn) from a 

sequence of undotted characters x = (x1,..., xn), where y1 is the dotted character of 

the undotted character x1, which is picked from 37 potential values. The goal is to 
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find a target sequence that maximizes the conditional probability of y given a source 

sentence x. Table 9 shows the possible characters for our dots restoration and the 

possible diacritics for diacritics restoration. The first empty class ('') is assigned to 

punctuations and other non-Arabic characters found in the text. 

In this study, we are aiming to improve on a recently proposed model for 

diacritics restoration in  [95] and reduce the network complexity and depth 

significantly. We adapted the same model for dots restoration. The model (shown in 

Figure 14) consists of a bank of 1D convolutional filters, highway networks [96], and 

a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (GRU) Recurrent Neural Network. The input 

sequence is first convolved with K sets of 1-D filters, with the k-th set containing Ck 

filters of length (1, 2, . . . ,K). Uni-grams, bigrams, and k-grams are all represented by 

these filters. With a stride of 1, the output of the convolutional layer is sent to a max-

pooling layer over time. The output of the max-pooling layer is fed into a series of 1-

D convolution layers with residual connections to the original inputs. These 

convolution layers' output is sent into a multi-layer highway network. The last layer 

is a bidirectional GRU that extracts the input sequence's sequential features. To output 

the dots or diacritics, a fully-connected projection layer and a softmax layer on top of 

the CBHG module is added. We modified the model with a smaller number of layers 

(3 convolutional or operational layers only). In the case of injecting Self-ONN layers, 

we use Tanh activation function instead of Relu. 
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Table 9. Possible target Arabic letters and diacritics 

 

All possible Letters 

 ت ة  ب ؤ ئ ا إ أ  آ  ء ’‘

 ص ش س ز ر ذ د خ ح ج ث

 ن م ل ك ق ف غ ع ظ ط ض

         ى و ه

All possible diacritics 

‘’  ََ    َ   َُ    َ    َ    َ   َْ    َ    َ

 ََ  

   

    

  َ

 َُ  

   

    

   

    

   

    

       

 

 

6.3 OCR Model 

To evaluate the effect of dots on the OCR, we use a state-of-the-art model proposed 

in [41] and used for line recognition in English and French datasets IAM[7] and 

RIMES [97].  

The architecture of the model proposed in [41] consists of a convolutional backbone 

     

     

Conv1D Layers 

Highway Layers 

     

     

CNN || SelfONN 

bank + stacking 

Max-pool along time (stride =1) 

CNN || SelfONN projections 

Residual connection 

Bidirectional RNN 

 
Figure 14. The architecture of dots restoration model taken from [110]. 
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and a convolutional head. The convolutional backbone is comprises a collection of 

Resnet blocks [72] that serve as an optical model for converting input images into 

feature maps. We reduced the number of blocks in the backbone from 10 blocks to 7. 

The feature maps acquired from the convolutional backbone are then sent into the 

convolutional head, which uses a 1D-CNN to translate them into character 

predictions. Each CNN in the convolutional head is followed by batch normalization 

and a ReLU non-linearity. We use the softmax function on the final output to construct 

a sequence of probability distributions over the potential characters, which is then 

propagated into a Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss [73]. 

 

6.4 Experiments 

 

6.4.1 Dots and diacritics datasets 

The dataset used in our diacritization and dots restoration is the cleaned version 

of Tashkeela corpus1 prepared by [86]. They cleaned the dataset by solving some 

diacritization errors, such as misplaced diacritics and eliminating the first diacritic. 

They also cleaned up the data by deleting English characters, adding whitespaces to 

separate numbers from words, and removing multiple whitespaces. They also did 

some file formatting, like deleting tags from HTML files and eliminating URLs. The 

dataset consists of 55K lines containing around 2.3M words. Furthermore, 5K lines 

from the dataset are chosen at random and distributed evenly between the validation 

and testing datasets. More statistics on the dataset size and diacritics usage after the 

cleaning process can be seen in [86]. Because the dataset is having dotted and 

 

1 https://sourceforge.net/projects/tashkeela 
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diacritized Arabic letters, we remove the diacritics and use Algorithm 1 to convert the 

dotted characters into its corresponding undotted characters before training. We 

treated the variants of Hamza letters ( آ، أ، ؤ، إ، ئ ) as the dotted letters. The result of 

this algorithm is shown in Table 10.  

We also use HADARA80P [5] dataset which is prepared for OCR tasks. This 

dataset was taken from the "badalu almaaun fi fadlu altaaun" manuscript, which dates 

back to the eighth century. The HADARA80P contains 80 images of a handwritten 

book and is annotated at the line and word level. We use 80% of lines’ images for 

training, 10% for validation, and 10% for testing. We binarize the images and remove 

dots and diacritics using methods in [98]. We use the ground truth of the dataset to 

test our dots restoration model.  

 

 

Algorithm 1 DotsRemoval Algorithm  

Input: T - The Text to be Undotted  

Output: UL- The Undotted Text and DL – The Dotted Text  

1: function DotsRemoval(T)  

2: Let DL be a list of dotted Arabic letters (اآأإبتثنيجخذزشضظغفقةؤئ) 

3: Let UL be a list of undotted Arabic letters ( اااٮٮٮٮٮححدرسصطعڡڡهوىا ) 

4: for c = 0 to T.length do 

5:               if T[c] in DL 

6:                      add corresponding undotted character in UL 

7:                      add  T[c]  in DL 

8:                else 

9:                      add T[c] in DL 

10:                     add T[c] in UL 

11:             end if 

12:        end for 

13:        assert(DL.length= UL.length) 

14: return DL,UL 

15: end function 
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Table 10.Results of removing dots before training using Algorithm1. 

Dotted text Undotted Text 

قوله لأقل من ستة أشهر منه أي من وقت العتق ، فلو جاءت 

حملها   يكون  أن  إلا  يعتق  لا  منه  فصاعدا  أشهر  لستة  به 

جاءت بأولهما لأقل من ستة أشهر ثم جاءت بالثاني     توأمين

لستة أشهر أو أكثر ، أو تكون هذه الأمة معتدة عن طلاق 

لأقل من سنتين من وقت الفراق ، وإن كان     أو وفاة فولدت

فيعتق لأنه   الإعتاق حينئذ  أشهر من وقت  لأكثر من ستة 

حين أعتقه حتى ثبت نسبه ، وعلى  كان محكوما بوجوده

بطنك حر ثم ضرب بطنها فألقت     ع ما لو قال ما فيهذا فر

جنينا ميتا ، إن ضربها بعد العتق لأقل من ستة أشهر تجب  

دية الجنين لأبيه إن كان له أب حر لأنه حر ، وإن لم يكن  

 تكون 

ڡوله لاڡل مٮ سٮه اسهر مٮه اى مٮ وڡٮ العٮڡ ، ڡلو 

حاءٮ ٮه لسٮه اسهر ڡصاعدا مٮه لا ٮعٮڡ الا اٮ ٮكوٮ  

ٮم ح اسهر  ٮاولهما لاڡل مٮ سٮه  ٮوامٮٮ حاءٮ  ملها 

حاءٮ ٮالٮاٮى لسٮه اسهر او اكٮر ، او ٮكوٮ هده الامه  

معٮده عٮ طلاڡ او وڡاه ڡولدٮ لاڡل مٮ سٮٮٮٮ مٮ  

مٮ   اسهر  سٮه  لاكٮر مٮ  كاٮ  واٮ   ، الڡراڡ  وڡٮ 

وڡٮ الاعٮاڡ حٮٮٮد ڡٮعٮڡ لاٮه كاٮ محكوما ٮوحوده  

على هدا ڡرع ما لو ڡال حٮٮ اعٮڡه حٮى ٮٮٮ ٮسٮه ، و

ما ڡى ٮطٮك حر ٮم صرٮ ٮطٮها ڡالڡٮ حٮٮٮا مٮٮا ، اٮ 

صرٮها ٮعد العٮڡ لاڡل مٮ سٮه اسهر ٮحٮ دٮه الحٮٮٮ  

 لاٮٮه اٮ كاٮ له اٮ حر لاٮه حر ، واٮ لم ٮكٮ ٮكوٮ 

 

6.4.2 Evaluation 

Diacritic Error Rate (DER) and Word Error Rate (WER) are two typical 

measures for evaluating diacritization systems. Both errors can be generated either with 

or without considering the word's last character (Case-Ending (CE)) in the calculation 

because this case largely relies on grammatical rules.  The error rates for both 

measurements without CE are mostly lower than the error rates with CE. The DER 

calculates the percentage of characters that were not appropriately diacritized given all 

characters and their correct corresponding diacritics. All characters, including 

punctuations and spaces, are calculated using Equation 22. Characters that can be 

diacritized with several diacritics are handled as a single diacritic. The last character of 

each word is not taken into account when calculating the error rate without CE. 

𝐷𝐸𝑅 =  
𝐷𝑖𝑐

𝐷𝑖𝑐+𝐷𝑐
× 100            (22) 

where, Dic is the number of incorrect diacritics, while Dc is  the number of correct 

diacritics. 

The WER calculates the percentage of words with at least one diacritical error. 

In order to measure the percentage of unequal words, we compare all words from the 
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original file with the words from the predicted file using the equation: 

𝑊𝐸𝑅 =  
𝑊𝑖𝑐

𝑊𝑖𝑐+𝑊𝑐
× 100                  (23) 

where, Wic  is  the number of unequal words while the Wc represents the number of 

equal words. 

To evaluate our dots restoration model, we calculate Dotting Error Rate 

(DotER) similar to DER calculation. The WER represents the percentage of words with 

at least one dotting error. In the case of DotER the 𝐷𝑖𝑐 is representing is the number of 

incorrect dotted letter. 

The OCR model is evaluated using the Word Error Rate (WER)  and  Character 

Error Rate (CER), both of which use the Levenshtein Distance [99] between the 

predicted text and the target text. The ratio of misrecognized characters is represented 

by CER, whereas the ratio of misrecognized words is represented by WER. 

 

6.5 Results and Discussion 

 

6.5.1 Diacritics Restoration 

As we mentioned earlier, we reduced the model proposed in [94]. Instead of 

using 18 CNN layers, we used only three layers; then we replaced the CNN layers with 

SelfONN layers as described in Table 11 with different Q settings. The results show 

that using only one SelfONN layer for feature extraction followed by CNN layers is the 

optimum configuration. We reported the results of DER and WER with case-ending 

and DER* and WER* without case-ending. 

The results in Table 12 show that Self-ONN is significantly achieving better 

error rates than those achieved by the full CNN model, except for the WER without 

case-ending, where the difference between the two models is 0.04, which is a slight 
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decrease in accuracy. According to the results shown in Table 13, we show that with a 

smaller number of parameters, the proposed model surpasses the CBHG model and 

improves most error rates. 

 

 

Table 11. Results of reducing the number of convolutional layers from 18 to 3 

layers and replacing CNN layers with SelfONN layers. 

 DER WER DER* WER* 

CNN layer followed by two 

SelfONN layers with Q=7 

2.38 

 

9.3 

 

1.8 

 

5.66 

 

3 SelfONN layers Q = 3,5,7 2.35 

 

9.16 

 

1.77 

 

5.53 

 

SelfONN layer with Q = 3 

followed by 2 CNN layers 

2.12 

 

8.14 

 

1.6 

 

4.95 

 

 

 

Table 12. Results of the CNN-based model in [110]  and the proposed SelfONN 

model. 

 DER WER DER* WER* 

CBHG [94] with 18 CNN Layers 2.16 

 

8.23 

 

1.63 

 

4.91 

 

SelfONN layer with Q = 3 followed by 2 CNN 

layers 

2.12 

 

8.14 

 

1.6 

 

4.95 

 

 

 

Table 13. Total number of parameters and results of the proposed SelfONN 

models versus the original model in [94] 

Model Number of 

Parameters 

DER WER DER* WER* 

CBHG [94] 15150353 2.16 

 

8.23 

 

1.63 

 

4.91 

 

CNN layer followed by 2 

SelfONN layers with Q=7 

6000401 2.38 

 

9.3 

 

1.8 

 

5.66 

 

3 SelfONN layers Q = 3,5,7 5934865 2.33 

 

9.11 

 

1.74 

 

5.45 

 

SelfONN layer with Q = 3 

followed by 2 CNN layers 

4951825 2.12 

 

8.14 

 

1.6 

 

4.95 
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6.5.2 Dots Restoration 

We adapted diacritization model to predict possible letter dotting. We use model 

architecture with the best results for diacritization, which is an updated version of  

CBHG [95] by using one SelfONN layer followed by two CNN layers. We use the same 

dataset used for diacritization in train and test splits and the results shown in Table 14 

reveal that our proposed method is successful in generating dotted text from a 

completely undotted text with high accuracy. We trained our model using only 

Tashkeela and tested it using the Tashkeela test set and Hadara test set. The results 

show that the model is able to predict undotted characters (with 70.07 % accuracy of 

word dotting and 89.46% accuracy of character dotting) in the HADARA80P although 

not including it in the training set. The model's accuracy on the HADARA80P test set 

improved dramatically (reaching 99.59 % accuracy of word dotting and 99.89% 

accuracy of character dotting) when adding the HADARA80P training set Tashkeela. 

Table 15 shows samples where the model fails to predict correct letter dotting. 

 

 

Table 14. The results of the dots prediction model with 1 SelfONN and 2 

CNNs. 

Train Set Test Set WER DotER 

Tashkeela Tashkeela  5.04 1.65 

Tashkeela HADARA80P 29.93 10.54 

HADARA80P + Tashkeela HADARA80P 0.41 0.11 
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Table 15. Samples of misclassified characters. 

Original Target Prediction 

ديموا موائد مواٮد  

يد روم ومزيد  ومرٮد   

همنزل منزلة مٮرله  

خلت نخل ٮحل  

شفر فرس ڡرس  

ين تس سنين  سٮٮٮ   

مر ت ثمر  ٮمر   

 

 

6.5.3 OCR Results 

We conduct different experiments to test the effect of dots and diacritics on the 

OCR results. Figure 15 shows the image before and after removing dots and diacritics at 

the image and label level. We evaluate our model in different scenarios: 

• Using the binary image without removing the dots and diacritics (Dotted Images 

and Dotted Labels (DIDL)).  

• Using the binary image after removing dots and diacritical marks while keeping 

them in the label (Un-Dotted Images and Dotted Labels (UIDL)).  

• Using the binary image after removing dots and diacritical marks and removing 

them from the label (UnDotted Images and UnDotted Labels (UIUL)).  

The results shown in Table 16 show the effects of removing dots and diacritics at 

image and label levels on the OCR performance. The best results are achieved when 

removing these marks at the image and label level. A significant gap in both CER and 

WER accuracy between DIDL and UIDL scenarios, as depicted in Figure 16. This gap 

confirms the need for a robust dots restoration model we propose in this dissertation. In 

addition, in the case of totally undotted and undiacritized manuscripts such as the one in 

Figure 1, the need becomes more clear. 
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We implemented our experiments using PyTorch machine learning library. Our 

reported experiments were run on 2.60Ghz Intel® Xeon(R) CPU E5-2623 v4 with 

125.8GB RAM and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 graphic card. 

 

 

Table 16. Results of testing the OCR model on different image and label 

setups. 

  CER   WER   

DIDL 9.19 35.46   

UIDL 6.61 27.93   

UIUL 5.75 25.03  

 

 

 

 

 

(b)  

 

(a) 

Figure 15.  (a) Image with dots and diacritical marks along with dotted ground truth 

(label). (b) Image without dots and diacritical marks along with undotted ground truth 

(label). 
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6.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we propose a compact model to tackle the problem of Arabic 

diacritization, which is considered among the challenging tasks in Arabic NLP. Our 

proposed Self-Organized ONN with generative neurons model can solve both 

diacritization and letter dotting with an exceptional accuracy. To our knowledge, this is 

the first dots prediction model and is expected to improve the current OCR systems, 

especially in historical Arabic documents. We tested our model on the HADAR80P 

dataset, which contains manuscripts with minor degradation; thus, not too many letters 

lost their dots and diacritical marks. We show the effect of dots and diacritical marks’ 

removal on the OCR improvement. A further experiment is needed in a wide range 

dataset that includes the first Islamic centuries, where the scripts had no dots and no 

diacritical marks, such as KERTAS dataset [100]. 

 

  

Figure 16. CER, WER, and Loss results of the OCR model using DIDL and UIDL 

scenarios. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

 

After investigating different aspects of document recognition, in this chapter, 

we summarize the research done in this dissertaion and identify some research 

directions that can assist in developing efficient handwriting recognition or keyword 

spotting systems capable of processing a large number of documents. 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

The first chapter of this dissertation highlighted the motivation behind this 

dissertation and its major contributions. CHAPTER 2 covered the related work and 

the state-of-the-art methods in handwriting recognition systems. CHAPTER 3 

described the theoretical background of Neural Networks and the recent advanced 

models used to overcome the limitations of MLP and CNNs. 

In CHAPTER 4, an efficient subword recognition model based on CNN and 

GRU is presented. The model is tested in a wide range of Arabic subwords from both 

IBN SINA and VML-HD datasets and showed high accuracy. Compared to previous 

results in both datasets , the proposed model results show better performance with a 

5.05 % accuracy gap in the IBN SINA dataset [50] and a 0.78 % accuracy gap in the 

VML-HD dataset [44].  Another advantage of our approach is that it can be extended 

for handwriting recognition in other languages that share the same script as Arabic, 

e.g., Urdu, Persian, etc. 

CHAPTER 5 presented an advanced use of Self-ONNs in HTR. The proposed 

method improved on the state-of-the-art CNN-only approach with the help of Self-

ONNs. This approach achieved state-of-art results on the IAM English dataset [41] 

with 0.14% CER and 1.49% WER reductions. Testing the model using the line-level 
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HADARA80P Arabic dataset produced an exceptional result with 1.2% CER and 3.4 

% WER reductions. The exceptional margin between the results of the CNN model 

versus the Self-ONN model in the noisy HADARA80P dataset confirms the superior 

learning capabilities of Self-ONNs in such old and degraded manuscripts. 

CHAPTER 6 presented a novel method within our knowledge to restore dots 

from undotted Arabic script. While the method provides a solution for handwriting 

recognition systems that deal with Arabic manuscripts with old undotted scripts, it 

shows its success in recent Arabic handwritten documents with dotted and diacritized 

scripts. In addition to image processing accuracy, using our dots and diacritics 

restoration model, the integrity of the historical information extracted is preserved. 

This validates historical data and can provide us with new discoveries of the past.  

 

7.2 Future Directions 

After exploring different aspects of handwriting recognition in historical 

documents, we highlight here some research directions that will help in building 

efficient HTR systems that are capable of processing vast amounts of documents. 

• The amount of digitized Arabic documents is much greater than those 

prepared for research due to the difficulty of dealing with ancient 

manuscripts in terms of segmentation and preparing accurate transcription. 

Preparing a comprehensive dataset that covers different eras with a full 

transcription at the word, line, and paragraph level would help in boosting 

the performance of current recognition systems. 

• This work has so far been limited to the recognition of segmented words or 

lines extracted from historical documents. In fact, this is the most crucial 

step in building a successful recognition system. The challenge of 
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simultaneous object detection and classification is addressed by state-of-

the-art deep learning approaches [101], [102]. These approaches could be 

adapted to cope with the nature of text images.  

• The NLP community has made tremendous progress in developing 

complicated contextual language models that rely on deep learning rather 

than typical statistical language models. Contextual word embeddings and 

missing word completion algorithms are two examples of modern NLP 

methodologies [103], [104]. Such approaches are in accordance with the 

required recognition task, offering additional contextual information to the 

visual recognition. In the case of highly degraded documents where a word 

might be partially or fully missing, such NLP approaches could be adopted. 

Words that are more contextually consistent with the rest of the sentence 

will be chosen.  

• In order to build a real-life HTR application running on mobiles, building 

lightweight neural networks are needed. A deeper study of model 

compression is required which is a broad area of research.  
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